Füssen

Reichenstraße

Füssen’s historical skyline has the
dramatic backdrop of the Alps.

Füssen
A mix of Gothic, Baroque and
Allgäu architecture, and some of
Germany’s most photographed
locations, make this lakeland
spa town a favourite of tourists,
cyclists and hikers.

Füssen is two hours by train from Munich at
the foot of the Alps in one of Germany’s most
beautiful landscapes. The triskelion feet on
the town’s arms pun on its name, which most
likely refers to the glacial gorge and Lechfall
cascade just south of the old town.
The striking metallic blue-green of the
river Lech may be due to dissolved limestone,
but against the Alpine backdrop the bright
colours add to the town’s famed romantic
quality, enhanced by the Allgäu custom
of adding paintings to houses’ outer walls
and a range of themed fountains. The south
end of the Romantic Road is at the arch off
Franziskanerplatz next to the church of St
Stephan.
Stone Age and Celtic settlers inhabited
the area but in 15BCE, when the Romans
arrived, Italian influences first began flowing
north over the Alps to the Danube along the
military road Via Claudia Augusta, running
from Augsburg almost to Venice and along the
line of today’s Reichenstraße and Augsburger
Straße. A roman villa was found at the foot of
the nearby peak Tegelberg. Italian links were
renewed through the medieval period and
are evident in Füssen’s Baroque architectural
legacy.
St Magnus, known locally as St Mang,
worked in Füssen in the 7th or 8th centuries and
was associated with the early Irish missionaries
St Columban and St Gall, who were working
in Germany. Magnus then went to the Allgäu
region, around the Lech, where he is credited
with founding the Füssen monastery named
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Tourist information & accommodation service: Kaiser-Maximilian-Platz 1 (tel 0836293850 M-F 9-17, email tourismus@fuessen.de, M-F 9-19, Sa 10-14).
Money: HypoVereinsbank, Augsburger Straße 1 (M-F 8.45-12, 14-16); Commerzbank,
Bahnhofstraße 12 (M-Th 9-13, 14-16, F 9-14); Postbank Finanzcenter, (M & Th 10.30-13,
14.30-17.30, Tu, W & F 9.30-12.30, 14.30-17.30, Sa 8.30-12).
Lockers: Bahnhof (€6/5/4/3 per day); Füssen Tourismus und Marketing, KaiserMaximilian-Platz 1.
Post: Bahnhofstraße 10 (M & Th 10.30-13, 14.30-17.30, Tu, W & F 9.30-12.30, 14.3017.30, Sa 8.30-12).
Police: tel 110; Herkomerstraße 17 (tel 08362-91230).
Pharmacy: Stadt-Apotheke, Reichenstraße 12 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 8-16); Bahnhof-Apotheke,
Bahnhofstraße 12 (M-F 8-19, Sa 8-13).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Klinik Füssen, Stadtbleiche 1 (tel 08362-5000).
after him. His cult grew around the town’s
church, where he was buried, and although the
relics later disappeared, a bone splinter was
later returned from St Gall. The Magnustritt,
a depression in rocks near the Lechfall, was
once a pilgrimage site as it was said to be a
footprint he left while fleeing from heathens.
A fountain showing him slaying a dragon is at
the north end of Reichenstraße.
The emperor Heinrich VII handed Füssen
to the bishops of Augsburg as a security in
the 13th century and, after Heinrich’s death,
they ruled it until the arrival of Napoleon,
remodelling the palace Hohes Schloß,
extending the town wall and adding a
monastery. The prince-bishops benefited from
a 15th century trade boom, coinciding with
the rise of Augsburg. This surged with the rise
of lute and violin making and soon craftsmen
were migrating to Italy and other parts of
Europe. Part of the town museum is devoted
to the art and, on a fountain at Brotmarkt, the
16th century lute maker Caspar Tieffenbrucker
is celebrated in bronze. Swedish forces

plundered the town in the 17th century during
the Thirty Years War and a treaty signed in
Füssen in 1745 ended Bavaria’s role in the
War of the Austrian Succession.
In the mid-19th century, about 5km from
Füssen, the castle Schloß Hohenschwangau
was updated and Schloß Neuschwanstein was
built nearby as a medieval pastiche based on
drawings by a set designer for Wagnerian
opera to match the Bavarian king Ludwig II’s
wildest fantasy.
The reclusive ‘swan king’ Ludwig
accumulated stories – not least about his
mysterious death in a nearby lake – but he
remains a symbol of Bavaria’s last defiance of
the Prussian juggernaut that created modern
Germany and the last link with the receding
past of princes and hilltop castles. His real
legacy is the afterglow of the Romantic
movement, through his extravagant residences
and the operas he patronised, including the
cycle Der Ring des Nibelungen. Whether
his castle-building endangered the Bavarian
treasury is still debated.
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The Gothic castle Hohes Schloß on Magnusplatz (Apr-Oct T-Su 11-17, Nov-Mar F-Su
13-16, €6/4), was begun by the Bavaria duke
Ludwig von Bayern late in the 13th century.
But the site was seized by the prince-bishops
of Augsburg, who completed the structure
as an administration centre and in the 15th
century converted it as summer residence with
extended defences. Today’s castle is superbly
preserved and has among its features a carved
and coffered ceiling in the Rittersaal and the
illusions of trompe l’oeil external windows.
The gate tower (or clock tower), built in stages
between the 13th and 16th centuries, is a must for its views of the town, lakes and Alps.
An art museum with valuable insights into town history is housed inside (see Museums)
and gives access to the wall walks. The round tower Fallturm included a lower dungeon.
The 19th century herb garden is reached by the long stairs.
St Magnus founded the first Füssen monastery in the
8th century. The 18th century Italian baroque
Benedictine Kloster St Mang (courtyard open to
22.00 daily) on Lechhalde was designed by local
architect Johann Jakob Herkomer. The richness of
the interiors is best viewed in the library, with its
ceiling frescoes, and the Fürstensaal. The monastery
was dissolved in 1802. The Museum Stadt Füssen
(see Museums) inside offers a look at the chapel of
St Anna and a complete Totentanz (‘dance of death’,
from about 1600), expresses the fatalism surrounding the recurring and almost universal plagues. The
ornate Kaisersaal has become an ensemble concert
venue.
In the 9th century Romanesque crypt of the Baroque
Basilika St Mang on Magnusplatz (M-Su 8.30-18)
are 10th century frescoes that are among Germany’s
oldest, depicting St Magnus and St Gall among the
scenes. The church, now the town parish church, has
had several forms and periods going back to the mid8th century. It was the 12th century building that was
reshaped by Herkomer early in the 18th century under
the influences of his architectural study in Venice.
A splinter of St Mang’s breast bone, staff, cross and
chalice is in a large glass cross hanging above the main
altar. The crypt and the saint’s relics can be viewed
only by tours in German.
Anton Joseph Walch’s exterior Rococo painting of the
1749 Heilig-Geist-Spitalkirche (M-Su 8.30-18), at
Lechhalde and Spitalgasse near the Lech bridge, is rich
and the Baroque painted interior is equally opulent.
The church, by Franz Karl Fischer, depicts the theme of
crossing the river. On the facade giant figures of St Christopher (bearing Christ across the waters) and St Florian
(by convention pouring water on fire) are presented with
traditional Allgäu flair over the portal. Above is the Holy
Trinity, with the Holy Spirit depicted as a dove. Inside,
at the altar, St Johannes Nepomuk, patron saint of rafting
who went to his martyrdom by drowning, is r epresented
in honour of the rafters of the Lech. The painted illusionary cupola shows the seven sacraments.

MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
A combination card for Füssen’s two museums costs €7. For information on the Museum
der Bayerischen Könige, see the Neuschwanstein entry below.
The collection of Museum Stadt Füssen in the Kloster St Mang on Lechhalde (Apr-Oct
T-Su 11-17, Nov-Mar F-Su 13-16, €6/4, families €8) includes Roman archaeology and
Romanesque architecture and an exhibition of the town’s traditions in violin, lute and guitar
manufacture. The Staatsgalerie (Apr-Oct Tu-Su 11-17, Nov-Mar F-Su 13-16, €6/4) in
Hohes Schloß presents part of the Bavarian state art collection, including a medieval view
of Füssen and a short life of St Magnus. A municipal section, Städtische Gemäldegalerie,
covers painting of the Romantic period.
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Information
Füssen Tourismus und Marketing is at KaiserMaximilian-Platz 1 and online for English
speakers at en.fuessen.de. Brochures are
downloadable in PDF form at en.fuessen.de/
service/brochures.html. The Schwangau site
en.schwangau.de is helpful for researching the
Tegelberg and castles. For a good selection
of maps, look in the bookshop E. Bruhns
Buchhandlung (M-F 8.30-18, Sa 9-14) at
Reichenstraße 10. Free town wi-fi (scan
for ‘schlosspark_free_wifi’) is available at
various points.
Transport
Several daily direct regional trains run from
Munich (about two hours) and Augsburg
(one hour 50 minutes). Other connections
from Munich are available by changing from
Lindau-bound services at Buchloe. The rail
station ticket office (M-F 7.40-12.10, 12.4015.40) is closed at weekends.
In 2020, the Romantische Straße bus
service (twice weekly, Apr-Oct) requires
passengers to change for Augsburg and Füssen
trains at Donauwörth, or continue to Munich
for connections.
OVG network buses for the Schwangau
castles (bus 73 or 78) and Wieskirche (bus
73), generally operated by RVA (see the
Neuschwanstein entry below) depart from the
south side of the rail station.
Bike Rental Füssen Bahnhof (M-Su 9-18,
www.bike-rental-fuessen.com, tel 083628835192) is in the station building at
Bahnhofstraße 12, renting standard/mountain
bikes at €12/16 a day, €22/30 for two days,
€32/44 for three. E-bikes are also available.
Bicycle hire at Radsport Zacherl & Müller
(tel 08362-3292, M-Tu & Th-F 9-12, 14-18,
Sa 9-13), Kemptener Straße 29, costs €10 per
day or €25 for three days (mountain bikes €15
or €40).
Füssen Card
This benefit card, issued by accommodation
hosts, covers local bus travel, including to and
from Hohenschwangau, the Tegelberg and the
Wieskirche. There are also discounts on castle
tickets, museum entry, the Tegelbergbahn and
Forggensee cruises.
Tour
Touring the town attractions is easier using
posted English texts or the mobile information
service (tel 089-2108335592) plus the digit
matching the number (01-11) listed for the 11
sights. The tour is explained on the town map
outside the tourist office and the information
boards at each station. The user pays the
connection fees from the mobile phone to
the German landline. Sight descriptions vary
between two and 5½ minutes.
Activities
Touring both romantic castles and taking in the
associated museum will occupy most of a day.
Unless included in accommodation packages,
tickets for the castles and museum (see below)
are available only at the ticket centre in
Hohenschwangau (tel 08362-930830, info@
ticket-center-hohenschwangau.de, www.
hohenschwangau.de) on the day of the visit,
or booked online by 15.00 at least two days
ahead.
There are open-air pools for bathing
in nearby lakes at Weißensee west of the

town, where there is no cost.
Städtische Forggensee-Schifffahrt (tel
08362-921363, M-F 8-12) lake cruises on
Forggensee (Jun-mid Oct, one or two hours,
€9/4.50 or €13/6.50, families €23 or €33)
leave from the harbour off Weidachstraße,
north of the old town. Stages are available and
the fee for bicycles is €2.
Füssen’s history of lute and violin
manufacture drives the Vielsaitig chamber
music festival in late August and September.

The view from Hohes Schloß includes the
Lech and the Alps.

Food
There is a selection of restaurants around
Kaiser-Maximilian-Platz and Schrannenplatz
is a centre for food bars and stalls. The lively
PeperonCino (tel 08362-930699, W-M 11.3014, 17.30-22) at Bahnhofstraße 6 is popular
for pasta and pizza up to €16.
Views
A superb vista over the town and lakes and
views of the mountains are available from the
gate tower of Hohes Schloß (see the entry at
left).
Spectacular panoramas of the lakes and
the Alps are on offer from the Tegelberg,
1800m up, and its cable car Tegelbergbahn
(www.tegelbergbahn.de/startseite-eng.html,
M-Su 9-17, round trip €22/10, families €54)
at Schwangau, 5km east of Füssen. This is
one of several lifts in the district supporting
the popular summer hiking and winter sports
trade. The cable car centre can be reached
using bus 78 leaving hourly from the rail
station at Füssen (several times daily, from 15
to 23 minutes depending on routes and stops).

The Jesuits built a prayer hall (1611) on the site of the
Krippkirche St Nikolaus in celebration of the Nativity
and used it until 1627, when they left Füssen. Johann
Jakob Herkomer started building the hall church (now
Reichenstraße 31) in 1717, shortly before his death,
and work was completed in 1719 by his nephew Johann
Georg Fischer. The curves and spirals of the gable
design may have been influenced by Herkomer’s time in
Venice. The high altar was built by Dominikus Zimmermann and the painting by Franz Georg Hermann depicts
the birth of Christ. The choir fresco is of the patron, St
Nikolaus. The Catholic church is also used
by the Syrian Orthodox parish. Picture © Christoph
Wagener Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported
The first Füssen town walls were built in the 12th
or 13th century. The surviving walls, towers and
gates such as Sebastiantor (pictured), built as
extensions by the Augsburg bishops and stretching
around the east edge of the old town, belong to the
16th century. In 1800, more than 600 Austrian imperial soldiers fallen in fighting against the French
were buried in mass graves in an area just outside
now called the Blutanger. Near the St Stephan
church, the arched town gate Bleichertörle, in
almost its 16th century condition with coat of arms
in relief above, leads down to the Lech bank, where
cloth was bleached for hundreds of years. The Augsburger Tor, the north gateway over
Reichenstraße, was demolished with part of the earliest town wall in the mid-19th century.
The church of St Stephan (open M-Su
apart from daily Mass) at Franziskanerplatz was built as a medieval parish
church and rebuilt in 1629 on the arrival
of Tyrolean Franciscans, who established
their monastery there. Almost immediately, church and monastery were damaged
in the Swedish army’s attack on Füssen.
The church was reworked with a Rococo
interior in the mid-18th century. The
saint’s stoning is the theme of the painting
above the main altar, which still attracts
offerings of fresh produce. The south end
of the Romantic Road is a simple labelled gate arch tucked next to the choir apse. The
area of the monastery, restored in the 1830s after its 1803 dissolution by the French, and
attached graveyard of St Sebastian, include the grave of Domenico Quaglio the younger,
rebuilder of Schloß Hohenschwangau, and the Sebastiankirche (1500, enlarged 1721), all
enclosed by the 16th century extension of the town wall.

Accommodation
Accommodation including holiday apartments
can be surveyed at en.fuessen.de/service/book.
html and booked there or through the tourist
office. Guests should note that public selfservice laundrettes are lacking in the town. A
tourism tax of €2.20 per person a day is levied
on all accommodation, usually included in
rates.
Central City Hotel (tel 08362-4095393,
www.central-city-hotel.de), near the railway
station at Bahnhofstraße 8, offers twin or
double rooms with breakfast and WLAN from
€64, triples €85, four-bed rooms from €99.
City Apart Hotel (tel 08362-9250396) in
the pedestrian zone at Reichenstraße 33 has
singles, doubles and four-bed rooms with full
facilities from singles/doubles (€59/69), fourbed rooms (€129) and a range of apartment
offerings from €139 a night. Breakfast is €9.90
extra but a kitchen is available and WLAN
access is free in shared areas.
Walk south-east from the station to the main
roundabout, straight on to Sebastianstraße,
then turn right. Bookings are possible through
accommodation websites.
The three-star, bike-friendly AltstadtHotel Zum Hechten (tel 08362-91600,
info@hotel-hechten.com) at Ritterstraße 6
offers singles/doubles-twins/triples with full
facilities and breakfast from €69/115/152 as
well as family rooms and apartments. WLAN
is free and parking is available at €7.50.
Washing machines are available for longer
stays.
The small LA House (tel 08362-607366,
0170-6248610, www.housela.de) has a hostel
at Wachsbleiche 2 with doubles/triples with
full facilities from €50/65, four-bed rooms
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from €75 and a single room (from €40). The
separate apartment house has family rooms
with rates from €110.
There are quirky and individual rooms on
offer at the small Old Kings Füssen Design
Hostel (tel 08362-8839115, oldkingshostel.
de/en) at Franziskanergasse 2 near the corner
of the Brunnengasse pedestrian precinct,

100m east of the castle. Beds in the eight-bed
mixed dorm are €25.50, beds in the family
dorm start at €13 and double rooms with
shared facilities start at €57 (tourism tax
and breakfast not included). A cafe, bar and
laundry are onsite. The WLAN is free and
bicycles are available.
The DJH hostel Jugendherberge

Füssen (tel 08362-7754, email fuessen@
jugendherberge.de) is at Mariahilferstraße 5
north-west of the station. High-season beds
in six-bed dorms with breakfast start at €26
(guests over 27 €30), double rooms €70 (€78),
four-person rooms €123.50 (€139.50). Lowseason rates are about €2 per person lower.
Half and full pension is available.

Schloß Neuschwanstein (Apr-mid Oct M-Su 9-18, mid Oct-Mar 10-16,
closed Dec 24, 25 and 31 and Jan 1), perched on a peak 5km from Füssen
above the village of Hohenschwangau, is no medieval castle and building
stopped in 1892, after Ludwig II’s death. It was conceived by the operatic
set artist Christian Jank, whose work for Wagner attracted the commission.
This famous and incomplete edifice is purely a 19th century Neoromanesque
vision and Ludwig’s fantasy realm, a last retreat from a harsh world in
which his real kingdom was slipping away. It is small – only 16 rooms, each
with a legendary theme – but quickly became one of Germany’s most popular attractions and its fantasy potential was realised after the castle inspired
Disneyland’s creator Walt Disney. The decoration draws inspiration from
the Wartburg at Eisenach and Wagner’s operas Lohengrin and Tannhäuser
and highlights are the Sängersaal and the saintly and absolutist splendour
of the Thronsaal. Visits are by 35-minute tour only with a ticket (€13/12,
visitors under 18 free with parents) from the Hohenschwangau visitor centre
(Apr-mid Oct M-Su 7.30-17, mid Oct-Mar 8.30-15.30) or annual or 14-day
Bavarian castle pass. There are also Munich-based day tours and more
expensive skip-the-line packages are available from other online operators.
Next available times for each castle are shown on the display at the ticket
centre. Booked times will be printed, with tour number, on the ticket.
Booked tickets must be collected on the day of the visit, at least 90 minutes
before the visit time. The Museum der Bayerischen Könige (M-Su 9-17, closed Dec 24-25 and Jan 1, €11/10, audio guides free), covering
the story of the Wittelsbach Bavarian princes, can be visited at leisure but is about 40 minutes’ walk from the Neuschwanstein entrance.
The King’s Ticket (€25/23, children free) allows entry to both castles (Hohenschwangau first) for one day. The Prince’s Ticket (€22/20)
covers Neuschwanstein and the museum for a day and the Wittelsbach Ticket (€22/20) Hohenschwangau and the museum. The Swan Ticket
(€31.50/30) covers all attractions for the day. At the website www.hohenschwangau.de, online bookings can be made at least two days in
advance (fee €2.50 per person, per castle). From Füssen rail station, take RVO bus 73, 9606 or 9651 to Alpseestraße or park (from €7 a day)
in one of four assigned areas. The demanding walk up to Neuschwanstein is 30-40 minutes, but a cart ride (€7/4.50) is available up to either
castle from near the ticket centre and a shuttle bus (€2.50/1, round trip €3/1.50) is available to the Marienbrücke to enjoy the classic view of
Neuschwanstein from above (15 minutes’ walk from castle entrance).
On the adjacent hill is the lesser-known Schloß Hohenschwangau (tours
Apr-mid Oct M-Su 9-17, mid Oct-Mar M-Su 10-16, closed Dec 24 and
Jan 1). The site has a 13th century history, although its modern shape
is due to extensive rebuilding in the 1830s of an old ruin for the then
Bavarian crown prince Maximilian, father of Ludwig II. Ludwig II grew
up and entertained his friend Wagner here. The recreator and painter was
Domenico Quaglio the younger, also a set designer, who died on the work
site before the restoration was complete and was buried at the St Sebastian cemetery in Füssen. The decorations, such as the tales of Dietrich von
Bern in the Festsaal, are medieval inspirations but again Romantic in style
and the piano in the Hohenstaufenzimmer was probably used by Wagner.
Hohenschwangau can be viewed by half-hour tours with a separate ticket
(€13/12, visitors under 18 free with parents) or with joint tickets (see
above), although Bavarian castle passes are not valid at this privately
owned property.
The Rococo Wieskirche (1754) has an artistic purity and significance that the
Romantic castles do not – world heritage listing by UNESCO. The church, by
Dominikus Zimmermann, is south-east of Steingaden and a local bus ride of 4045 minutes north-east of Füssen. The church commemorates a 1738 miracle
in which a wooden carving of Christ was seen by a local farmer’s wife to weep
and the church was built to house a pilgrimage place on the site. The Scourged
Saviour carving is now the centerpiece of Zimmermann’s main altar. The stucco
work and ceiling fresco of Christ’s return as judge, by the architect’s brother
Johann Baptist Zimmermann, give the church’s interior its theme, but many
craftsmen contributed to its precious quality and artistic status, taking the project
way over budget. Sunday evening summer concerts are offered (€18-42, email
info@wieskonzerte.de) and part of the old pilgrimage way can also be seen.
Less than 200m north-east of the car park is an open-air pilgrimage cross. The
church was UNESCO listed in 1983 and subsequently restored. Regular tours in English are not offered, but for information visit www.
wieskirche.de/en. For opening times (normally Apr-Oct M-Th & Sa 8-10, 12-20, F 8-17, Su 13-20, Nov-Mar M-Sa 8-10, 12-17, Su 13-17)
check www.wieskirche.de/en/visit-times.html. Buses 73, 9606 or 9651 from Füssen rail station (M-F six times daily, Sa three times, Su four
times) stop at Wieskirche, but check bus timetables carefully (here) or at the tourist office as return direct buses to Füssen do not run after
14.50 M-F or 14.00 Sa-Su. Visitors can also take bus 73 and change for bus 9606 or 9651 at Steingaden fire station or vice versa, but waits
to change can be lengthy.
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